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Introduction
This paper was evidently accessible to most candidates as seen from the wide range of
marks awarded; it also provided opportunities for candidates to express their knowledge
and understanding of topics from unit 4. There were no reports, nor any evidence seen of
any candidates lacking the time to complete the paper. The mean of the multiple choice
was just over 14/20 with Q6b and Q8b proving to be the most challenging. The ability to
clearly explain key ideas and differences proved to be of great significance in determining
how well a candidate performed on the paper. This was especially evident in such questions
as Q12biv, Q12c, Q13d, Q14e and Q4f. In addition the sketches required for Q11c and Q14g
were very discriminatory across the ability range.
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Question 11 (a)
A high-scoring question with the majority of candidates scoring both marks; clearly this is
a topic area/skill that candidates know well. It was very rare to see the omission of square
brackets which was pleasing. Occasionally the charges on the species in the expression
were incorrect which should not happen since the species are given in the exam paper
immediately above the question space.

Examiner Comments

A rather unusual example of an incorrect response
but one that can be learnt from. The first error is
that the denominator and numerator are the wrong
way round; this was rather rare. The second error is
the inclusion of water in the expressions.
The result of the two errors in a two-mark question
is that zero marks were awarded.
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Examiner Tip

All expressions of K in their various forms
have 'products over reactants' and this
phrase is a useful one to memorise.

Examiner Comments

In this response the concentration of one
product is 'put over' the concentration of the
other product and obviously does not score.

Examiner Tip

The expression for Ka is used for many
calculations and so should be thoroughly learned.
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Question 11 (b)
In part (i) the vast majority of candidates could use their Ka expressions to calculate
the equilibrium concentration of the hydrogencarbonate ions. At times more than three
significant figures were given which was penalised since this request was emboldened in the
question.
The pH value calculated in part (ii) should obviously have been less than 7 but a significant
minority of candidates apparently forgot that they were dealing with an acid and gave a pH
above 7. No transferred error (TE) was allowed for this.
Many candidates scored two marks for two valid assumptions in part (iii). The mark scheme
made provision for four possible alternative assumptions. One of the assumptions often
missed was that the hydrogencarbonate ion itself does not significantly dissociate which was
disappointing since the question had asked for the expression for the second Ka and it was
only the very best answers that gave this assumption.

6
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Examiner Comments

In part (i) the calculation is all correct except that there seems to be confusion between three
decimal places and three significant figures because the answer is given to the former but the
question required the latter. Hence only one mark was awarded for this response in part (i).
The pH value determined in part (ii) is correct and scores the mark. Significant figures were not
required here but it is worth appreciating the lack of precision that can be given to pH values.
There is only one valid assumption given in part (iii) for one mark.

Question 11 (c)
This was a very effective discriminating question with the full range of marks awarded,
allowing candidates of all abilities to gain at least some credit. A number of points are
worthy of note:
Four marks out of five were available for a monobasic curve so that candidates who were
unable to grasp the concept of a dibasic carbonate were still able to score well.
Question instructions should be adhered to carefully as many candidates lost a relatively
easy mark for not labelling their equivalence point despite being clearly told to do so.
It should have been clear from the beginning of this question that a carbonate is not
a strong base and so in a titration there will not be a large vertical section. Examiners
penalised only those vertical sections of eight pH units or more.
The equivalence point is midway in the vertical section and this should be understood even
though some leeway was given in the mark scheme for this annotation.
The question gave the starting pH value, and the final pH value can be easily determined for
a strong acid such as hydrochloric acid, thus the starting and end points for the curve should
have been easily discernible.
Practise at drawing such titration curves is always advisable and well worth the investment
in time and energy.
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Examiner Comments

This response scores 2 marks. The general
shape is suitable plus the initial and the final
pH values with plateau are correct.
The vertical section is not at either 10
or 20 cm3 and there is no labelling of an
equivalence point.

8
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Examiner Tip

Check that all of the information provided
in the question is used to construct the
response.

Question 12 (a) (i)
Over 80% of the candidates were able to correctly state the observation from an acid plus
carbonate reaction which was pleasing.

Examiner Comments

This is not an appropriate observation as it
cannot be ‘seen’.

Examiner Tip

It is worth learning observations of
chemical tests thoroughly.

Examiner Comments

Fizzing and effervescence (and bubbling) are alternatives of the
same observation. Nonetheless this response obviously scores
the mark.
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Question 12 (a) (ii)
This proved to be an effective discriminator and gave a good spread of marks. It was
insufficient simply to state that the sign of the entropy change was positive as some
justification was required. The question did ask for candidates to "fully justify your answer"
and the allocation of two marks for this part should have alerted candidates to the need
for more than a cursory answer. The tendency was for candidates to give one justification
but the better candidates did 'go the extra mile' and by giving two justifications they were
subsequently awarded two marks.
On rare occasions answers were given in terms of the increased ways of distributing energy
or quanta and this was also awarded credit.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response where the
increase in randomness or disorder was only given
a single reason, namely that of the formation of a
gas. Hence this response only scores one mark.

Examiner Comments

This response also gives one reason for the
decrease in order but this time the reason given is
the increase in the number of molecules, which was
allowed as an alternative for moles. This candidate
has avoided the mistake that some candidates
made of giving the number of different molecules
which would not have scored.
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Examiner Tip

Note the wording of the question and the
requirement to "fully justify" suggests a
more in-depth answer.

Examiner Tip

The number of lines or the space provided
for the answer does give some indication of
the depth required for the answer.

Question 12 (b) (i)-(iii)
A wide range of scores were seen and thus this proved to be a useful discriminating
question.
The usual errors in entropy calculations were seen, namely the omission of the positive sign
and the use of incorrect units.
In part (i) the emboldening of "per atom" was ignored by some so that the molar entropy of
fluorine was not doubled to give the value for the fluorine molecule, F2. However the most
common error was the use of data for monoclinic sulfur instead of rhombic as required from
the question.
At times candidates forgot to convert the enthalpy change to joules per mole by multiplying
by one thousand. The other error seen rarely but certainly to avoid was the omission of
numerals in the units given, such that J mol- K- was seen instead of J mol-1 K-1.
Examiners applied TE to answers in part (iii) so that any errors in the previous parts were
not penalised twice.
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Examiner Comments

The lack of or use of incorrect units/sign was penalised
once only. In this response the numerical answers are
all correct but the answer for part (ii) is lacking the
positive sign and so was only awarded one mark.

12
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Examiner Tip

If the question states "include a sign and
units in your answer" then do just that!

Question 12 (b) (iv)
Generally this question was answered well. It is a good reminder for candidates that all
entropy changes should be commented on when answering questions of this type. One of
the marking points was for the entropy change of the system remaining the same. It
appeared that because there was no effective change some candidates did not comment on
this. However if something does not have a change or remains the same then this can be a
valid statement.

Examiner Comments

There is an expression that “you can’t have it both ways” which is illustrated in this response. Marking
point one was awarded for the statement that the entropy of the surroundings becomes less positive
and marking point two was awarded for a comment that the entropy of the system was unchanged.
In this response the candidate states that there will be very little change in both the entropy of the
surroundings and the entropy of the system. Obviously if this statement is taken to mean that there
is effectively no change then marking point two can be awarded but if it is taken that there is a
change then it’s correct for marking point one. It can’t be taken to mean one thing for one marking
point and another for another marking point.
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Question 12 (c) (i)
The answer required in this question needed a comment comparing a negative number and
a positive one and care needs to be exercised when doing this because it is insufficient to
simply state that the entropy just gets 'smaller' as described below. Occasionally candidates
omitted any comment about the second part of the question, namely the trend of sulfate
solubility down group 2. Thus this is another reminder to re-read the question in order to
make sure that the answer given addresses all that is required.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response which did not
give the appropriate description when comparing
the entropy values. It is important when
commenting on negative numbers not just to refer
to ‘bigger’ or ‘smaller’ as this can be ambiguous.
The trend is correctly stated and so this mark was
awarded.

14
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Examiner Tip

When referring to negative numbers it is
good practice to comment on the magnitude
of the value which is unambiguous or to
state that the change is to become, for
example, 'more negative' or 'less positive'.

Examiner Comments

This response illustrates the need to use
appropriate terminology at all times. In many
ways the 'hard bit' has been done by using the
correct comparison between the two entropy
values but then the trend is stated with respect
to the "elements" and not the sulfates. These
are not equivalent and so the second mark is not
awarded.

Examiner Tip

Avoid over-using abbreviations in case the
meaning can be misunderstood.
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Question 12 (c) (ii)
While the inverse of logarithms to the base 10 is not unusual, the inverse of a natural
logarithm is somewhat novel to candidates nonetheless the better answers were
characterised by successfully completing the task. On rare occasions, the process was
carried out well but then a rounding error appeared and this was obviously disappointing.

Examiner Comments

This response is an example where the final answer
given is the correct one. The penultimate value of
11.09 is not actually correct because it should be
11.098 but benefit of the doubt is applied here in that
the full answer may not have been written down. In
any case the final answer of pH =11.1 is correct and
is awarded the mark.

16
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Examiner Tip

The final answer given is always the
one marked so make sure that you are
confident that this value is correct.

Examiner Comments

The first division step has been done correctly but not the inverse of
the natural logarithm and so this response does not score.
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Question 13 (a)
Practical work and the understanding of the steps to experimental procedures are always
essential to chemistry and its assessment. From some of the answers given it appeared
evident that some candidates were not familiar with the 'Iodine Clock' reaction but this is a
fairly fundamental example in the study of reaction kinetics and centres are encouraged to
carry out such investigations with their candidates. Those who had actually done a practical
of this type were more likely to deduce that the issue of the question was that the blueblack complex would not form.

Examiner Comments

The iodine would not in fact take longer because if the
hydrogensulfate(IV) ions were in excess there would never be iodine to
form the complex.

18
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Question 13 (b)
The weaker answers simply stated that Reaction 1 would be 'the rate determining step' but
this was insufficient. Candidates needed to state that if this Reaction 1 was the slow step
then the kinetics of the entire reaction could be studied. Some excellent responses
recognised that if Reaction 1 was not slower than Reactions 2 and 3 then the iodine complex
would form too soon.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a vague response which
does not address the main issue and so did
not score.

Examiner Tip

When engaging in practical work or observing
such activities make sure that the reasons
for each step of the procedure are clearly
understood.

Question 13 (c) (i)
The majority of candidates scored the mark for this question by referring to how
temperature affects the rate of a chemical reaction. The most common poor response simply
stated that reliability or validity was the issue and did not refer to rate at all.

Examiner Comments

Both statements are correct and make the
relevant point so the mark is awarded.

Examiner Tip

If two points are made then both must be correct
otherwise the concern is that an incorrect one will
negate the correct one. Hence make one point
clearly and well for this type of reaction.
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Question 13 (c) (ii)-(vii)
In part (ii) the graphs were fairly well-drawn with many scoring full marks. The common
errors were:
•

Omission of the value 1.11 to complete the table; which occasionally happened even
though the point was plotted

•

The lack of units on the axes

•

Failure to extend the line through the origin

The majority of candidates chose a suitable piece of equipment with the appropriate
precision in part (iii) but the use of a measuring cylinder and teat pipette were seen in poor
answers.
The proportionality of volume to concentration in this practical was likewise understood by
most candidates in part (iv).
Part (v) was also high-scoring with first order being commonly identified and a suitable
reason being given. Interestingly the reason given was often that the line went through
the origin by some candidates who didn't themselves do this. Nonetheless the mark was
awarded to avoid penalising twice. On rare occasions the order was given as zero which
scored no marks for this part but TE was allowed in part (vii).
The responses to part (vi) were generally not of such a high standard with many vague
references to plotting graphs, but not explaining clearly how such could be used to confirm
first order. Similarly, reference to constant half-life was frequently seen but no means given
of how this would have been determined.
In part (vii) the subject of the rate equation was often given just 'hanging', i.e. without the
preface "rate=". This did not score. In addition, a significant number of candidates that had
correctly deduced the reaction order of the iodate(V) ions suddenly changed it to third order.
These types of question frequently are part of a series of questions that naturally follow-on
and so candidates should check that their answers match their earlier deductions. Practice
at writing units for rate constants remains an area that candidates need to practice as these
were often further sources of error.

20
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Examiner Comments

In part (ii) four marks were awarded for the graph. The line does not extend sufficiently to go
through the origin even with the margin of error of one small square. There was a missing ‘forward
slash’ from the table to show that one thousand was divided by the time to give the rate but this candidate has correctly inserted it. Since it was missing from the table its omission by a candidate was
not penalised.
Parts (iii)-(v) were all correct and scored the relevant marks.
Part (vi) is incorrect since if the concentration doubles for a first order reactant the rate doubles but
not the gradient.
The answers for part (vii) are correct for both marks.

Question 13 (d)
This question was an excellent discriminator and certainly gave marks across the whole
range.
In part (i) only the better responses mentioned that both time and temperature
measurements would need to be taken. If mention was made in this section of temperature
in kelvin (K) then this was noted for M1 in part (ii).
The first bullet point in part (ii) stated that the candidates should include how the data is
processed. This requires that the temperature measured is converted into K before the
reciprocal is taken. This M1 mark was the most frequently omitted mark but if present then
it was most likely to be the better quality answer.
The graph to be plotted was ln rate against 1/T and of course because rate is 1/t there was
the potential for confusion between the two reciprocal values. Benefit of doubt was given
when possible but at times it was clear that the candidate writing 1/T actually meant 1/t or
1/time and so this was penalised. This is obviously a concern and the difference between
these two should be continually stressed to candidates.
One mark in part (ii) was for either stating that the line of the graph was a straight line
or using a drawing. Candidates need to appreciate that the use of words such as 'slope' or
even 'line of best fit' do not necessarily mean a straight line and so these were viewed as
insufficient on their own.
There was one generous mark for any reference to measurement of the 'gradient' but the
sixth mark was for an explanation of the rearrangement of the expression to show how the
activation energy can be determined. It was not sufficient to simply state that the equation
was to be rearranged. In addition there was a need to show that the gradient, which is a
negative number, should be multiplied by a negative value of the gas constant. This was
usually only seen in the better answers.
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Examiner Comments

This response is an example of where 1/T is clearly
used in connection with time and so was not given
credit.

Examiner Tip

Learn and stick to the accepted
meanings for abbreviations, for example
T = temperature and t = time.

Three marks were awarded in total, namely one mark
for the use of ln rate on the vertical axis, one mark for
the graph producing a straight line and then one mark
for the reference to the gradient of the line.
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Question 14 (a)
The most common mark scored here was for the reducing agent which could be given by
name or formula.
It was disappointing that many candidates could not correctly draw butane-2,3-diol when
this could be asked on a unit 2 paper after only one year of A Level study.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response where one
error can lead to another.
A suitable reducing reagent is identified.
However the structure of butane-2,3-diol is
drawn incorrectly with two trivalent carbon
atoms. The result of this is that only the
number '2' is placed before the symbol for the
reducing reagent but there was no TE applied
in this case.
Hence this response only scored one mark.
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Examiner Tip

Carbon is in Group 4 of the periodic table and
so should have four bonds. If this is mentally
repeated then trivalent or pentavalent carbon
atoms will be avoided.

Question 14 (b)
The very best answers described in full the colour change. It is worth noting that the answer
of just "colour change" is insufficient because it could mean that colour is produced but in
this instance the solution goes colourless.

Examiner Comments

An excellent answer which scored the
mark.

Examiner Tip

It is always good to give the 'before' colour and the
'after' colour when describing what would be seen in a
reaction.

Question 14 (c)
Poor answers seen here to part (i) simply stated all of the types of intermolecular forces in a
scattergun approach or stated that both molecules can form hydrogen bonds instead of just
butane-2,3-diol.
In part (ii) the formation of hydrogen bonds with water was essential to score the mark.

Examiner Comments

This response nicely illustrates how candidates correctly referred to the hydrogen bonding of butane2,3-diol in part (i) and then the hydrogen bonding between both compounds and water in part (ii).
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Question 14 (d)
Perhaps surprisingly only just over half of the candidates scored both marks. A third of
candidates scored zero and a significant number of these referred to geometric isomerism
that reveals a lack of understanding of isomerism. Optical isomerism is a different type of
stereoisomerism to geometric isomerism and the chemical differences are profound so it is
vital that candidates correctly understand the difference.

Examiner Comments

In this response the candidate has omitted to
state the type of isomerism but does give an
acceptable description. Thus only one mark
was awarded.

Examiner Comments

Unfortunately this response reveals a
misunderstanding about the nature of single
bonds as these are freely able to move and
rotate. Thus the position of the alcohol groups
either 'up' or 'down' in the diagram is not
important. Hence this response did not score.
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Examiner Tip

Don’t just gain the ‘hard marks’ but make sure
that the ‘easy ones’ are gained as well.

Examiner Tip

The effects of such things as steric hindrance
can give a group a preference on a particular
'side' of the carbon chain but it is only bonds
such as double bonds that are unable to
rotate where their position is generally fixed
with respect to carbon chain.

Question 14 (e) (i)
The full range of marks was seen on this question. A good answer was characterised by clear
statements of the differences between the use of propanoic acid and the use of propanoyl
chloride for esterification.
It should be noted that spellings which can be understood to be different substances will not
gain credit. For example some candidates gave the esterifiying reagent as "propyl chloride"
which is a halogenoalkane and would not work. This did not gain credit. Likewise the product
from the use of an acyl chloride is not hydrochloric acid but hydrogen chloride.

Examiner Comments

The reagent mark is obviously awarded for a clear
opening sentence.
The reference to the C-Cl bond being broken is not
an appropriate difference and so was ignored. The
reference to HCl being produced was acceptable
but it should be noted that really for a difference to
be given there should have been the comment that
this was instead of H2O, which is made if propanoic
acid is used for esterification. However in this
instance just the reference to HCl alone sufficed.

Examiner Tip

When stating any differences it is always
best to state the two contrasts, i.e. what
happens with one and what happens with
the other.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded two marks.
The reagent is initially simply termed an "acyl chloride" which would have been insufficient but
towards the end of the response it is named for the mark.
There is actually only one difference given which is the whether the reaction was faster or slower
since the use of heat amounts to the same point.
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Question 14 (e) (ii)
Only a third of candidates could score both marks on this question, with just over half not
gaining any credit. This is typical of questions involving skeletal formulae as these can be
very challenging. Candidates who wrote out the formula in a displayed way as 'working' in
order to determine the correct skeletal formula were by far the more successful.
The bond angles and bond lengths given were not penalised but at times it was possible that
these actually hindered candidates and so candidates are also encouraged to take care with
the way that their formulae are drawn.

Examiner Comments

In this example the emboldening of the word
"excess" seems to have been missed because
there is only a single esterification. Hence only
one mark was awarded.

Examiner Tip

Questions only occasionally have emboldening
to emphasize words and so when it is done
then these words must be particularly crucial.

Examiner Comments

This is a rather unusual example. On a quick, first glance
the structure appears completely correct because it is a
diester as required in the question. However on closer
scrutiny it can be seen that the butane-2,3-diol has been
esterified not with propanoic acid but butanoic acid. This
extra carbon resulted in one mark being lost.

Examiner Tip

Mnemonics such as 'Most Elephants
Prefer Bananas' or 'Monkeys Eat
Peanut Butter' can be very helpful in
remembering how many carbon atoms
to give Meth-, Eth-, Prop- and Butcompounds.
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Question 14 (f)
Candidates of A Level standard need to be able to correctly use the Data Booklet and the
good answers to this question were characterised by their clarity and by adhering to both
the information required in the question and that given in the Data Booklet.
For example, it was not acceptable to give individual wavenumber values whether they are
at the mid-point or not, because the peaks can be anywhere within the ranges quoted and
not necessarily at some arbitrary point within that range.
In addition the question clearly asks for reference to the "relevant groups or bonds" and for
these to be attributed to either butanedione or butane-2,3-diol. Hence if a response did not
give all the detail required then often only one mark was awarded.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response which only
scores one mark because both of the relevant
bonds are not stated for the respective peaks.
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Examiner Tip

Re-read the answer given to ensure that all
the information required is given.

Question 14 (g)
This was another very discriminating question based on the depth of description and
explanation given by the candidates.
The first marking point on the mark scheme was for the statement that there are three
different proton environments or three clear sets of peaks in the spectrum. Good answers
were evident from the quality of language used in the way that the (n+1) rule was
explained, which was the third marking point on the mark scheme.
The mark for the "ratio of the areas under each set of peaks" was often not awarded either
because the candidate did not refer to it anywhere in their answer or gave the ratio as 3:2:1
without clearly identifying what the numbers referred to. The explanation could have been
given in a paragraph or from a diagram and both were equally seen.
The splitting pattern and chemical shifts of the sets of peaks were usually evident from the
NMR sketch. The drawings of triplet and quartet frequently 'left a lot to be desired' but this
was not penalised. Occasionally the diagram contradicted the text which was disappointing
and resulted in a loss of credit.
The splitting pattern of a triplet, quartet and singlet were usually correct but the description
of the carboxylic acid proton being split into a triplet was seen.
One of the most common errors was to give the quartet too low a chemical shift despite
access to the Data Booklet.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response that scores
four marks. It can quickly be noted that there
is no reference to the "ratio of the areas under
each set of peaks" and thus it is this mark that
has not been awarded.

Examiner Tip

Always double or even triple-check an answer
with the question instructions to make sure
that all the necessary points have been
addressed.
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Examiner Comments

A number of the marks for this question can be gained from
the sketch alone and this response scores 3 marks.
As in the previous example there is no reference to the
‘area ratio’ of the peaks. In addition, although the (n+1)
rule is stated, the sentence is incorrect because from this
candidate’s own annotations there is no doublet, which
would have been produced as stated by an adjacent carbon
with a single hydrogen.

36
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Examiner Tip

Make sure that a statement made
does not contradict any previous
comment.

Question 14 (h)
This was another good differentiating question and many candidates knew that radio waves
are used to create an NMR spectrum.

Examiner Comments

The type of radiation is unfortunately spelt
wrong but it is also the wrong choice of
radiation and so does not score.

Examiner Tip

Spellings can be very important because the
wrong thing may be inadvertently understood.
Check spellings carefully.

Examiner Comments

If a visit to a university is not possible to see an
NMR machine at work then a video such as on
YouTube can be very beneficial in understanding how
machines and suchlike work. If either of these had
been the case then it is unlikely that this candidate
would have suggested the answer shown as there
are no special suits or danger signs around an NMR
machine. The only concern is that the magnetic strip
on a credit card can be 'wiped' by the large magnets
in the machine.

Examiner Tip

Visits either in the virtual or the actual
environment can really help to grasp how
machines such as those involved in NMR
spectroscopy work.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Lay out answers so that they match the demands of the question, such that if three
assumptions or differences are required then organise the answer so that this is clearly
expressed.

•

Take careful note of all the information given and points made in the question
introduction so that the answer composed fully addresses all the areas needed.

•

When referring to the change of a negative number it is not sufficient just to state that it
gets 'bigger' or 'smaller'. Either describe how its magnitude changes or that it becomes
'less negative' or 'more negative' as appropriate.

•

Make sure that abbreviations or symbols used are not confused: for example a capital 'T'
is used for temperature while a lower case 't' is used for time.

•

infrared spectroscopy ranges should be quoted from the data booklet rather than giving
the mid-point.

•

Avoid giving multiple answers to questions that require a single one since correct
responses can be negated by incorrect ones.

•

Always double or even triple-check answers so that any 'simple' errors can be identified
and corrected, and to make sure that the answer given does address the question
asked.This response scores 2 marks. The general shape is suitable plus the initial and the final

pH values with plateau are correct.
•
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The vertical section is not at either 10 or 20 cm3 and there is no labelling of an equivalence point.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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